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   Trio Enjoy Fun is practical and agile, it has 

technical hard-wearing linings in bright and 
attractive colours; ideal for parents who enjoy a 
dynamic and sporting life.

  The pram cover is reversible so mums can choose 
the pattern they want day by day, just like their 
clothes.

  During the first few months the carrycot or the 
Synthesis XT Plus car seat can be attached to the 
frame. Then, as the infant gets older, the car seat 
can be attached to the frame, turning it into a 
comfy and full-accessory stroller.

  The Trio Car kit can be fitted to the carrycot 
which makes it suitable for use in cars.

  Code 79141

A practical and dynamic 3 in 1 system with 
a wave of enjoyment!
TRIO ENJOY FUN

The Enjoy Fun carry-cot The Synthesis XT Plus car seatThe Enjoy Fun stroller

Super trendy matching baby bag

4 Stars at the European  “Car Seat 2006”  
tests in the Group 0+ (0-13 kgs) category
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The hood is fitted with a ring where 
you can hang a toy for the baby (not 

included)

When the stroller is closed 
it is ultra-compact and 

weighs just 7.5 kgs

Summer/Winter Canopy Hood:It comes with a leg cover and full-cover rain hood 
(see page 22)
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The carrycot cover and hood are both reversible The exclusive Clik Clak system allows you to fit the carrycot and car seat to 
the stroller frame very quickly

Code 04 079141 110 000 GARNET

Code 04 079141 150 000 AMETHYST

Code 04 079141 130 000 SAPPHIRE

Code 04 079141 160 000 JADE

Spacious seat to provide 
extra comfort for the baby
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